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From: John Roberts 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 11:37 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Analog meter fees are unreasonable

To the Commission Secretary of BCUC, 
 
The current proposed monthly fee of $35 for each BC Hydro customer that wishes to retain their analog meter 
is unreasonable. 
 
This is why: 
 
BC Hydro has told us that they need to charge the $35 for: 
 

1)      Meter reading 
2)      Additional costs incurred by BC Hydro to install equipment that will prevent neighbours’ smart meters’ 

signals from being impeded by the analog meter 
3)      A different billing system for analog meters 

 
First, the meter is read only once every two months.  That is $70 for a few seconds of work.  A meter reader 
told us that it takes just seconds to read a meter.  He said this right after he read the meter. And yes, it took just 
a few seconds.  However, we were told by a smart meter representative at BC Hydro that we are welcome to 
read the meter, record the data, and then send it to BC Hydro. When we asked if this would decrease the 
number of visits from a meter reader were told that it would not.  We felt that less visits would save us money. 
 
Second, additional equipment is not necessary to prevent analog meters from impeding smart meter signals.  
The neighbours we have spoken to have not had any issue with their BC Hydro bills due to our meter.  Further, 
after talking to a couple of smart meter representatives that stated additional costs were necessary to install 
equipment to stop impeding smart meter signals (even though we told the smart meter representatives that the 
neighbours we spoke with don’t seem to be having an issue with their smart meter signals), we finally got to 
speak with a long term BC Hydro employee that stated our analog meter will not impede smart meter signals 
and the smart meter representatives are wrong. 
   
Third, we were told by smart meter representatives that a different billing system is required for analog meter 
users.  The analog billing system is already in place.  The meter is only read every two months.  $70 for a 
different bill for using an analog meter does not seem reasonable.  
 
On top of all this, I am on fixed income as a pensioner and currently undergoing chemotherapy.  The BC 
Utilities commission recommended that I call BC Hydro and ask if there is an exemption or at least a decreased 
fee for people in my position.  According to a smart meter representative, there are no exemptions and no 
decreased fees. 
 
Further, upon telling a smart meter representative about places outside of Canada that do not use smart meters, 
or cities outside of Canada that voted to ban smart meters, the smart meter representative said, “move to one of 
those places if you would feel more comfortable”.  Near the end of the phone call, after telling the smart 
meter representative that it was offensive to tell someone to move out of the country to avoid smart meters, he 
mentioned the name of one city in BC that doesn’t use smart meters.   
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BC Hydro told us that there are still 72,000 analog meter users.  This results in the $35 monthly fee becoming a 
cash cow of over 30 million dollars annually for BC Hydro.  
 
Switching to smart meters has come with an enormous cost to the public.  Smart meters could have a limited 
life in their current condition as technology changes and upgrades to the meters are needed.  Our analog meter 
has remained the same since 1969 and, according to BC Hydro, has not needed any maintenance.  On top of the 
cost of the smart meter installation program; when smart meters need upgrading, and this costs BC Hydro even 
more money, could our analog meter be seen as actually saving BC Hydro money?  Wouldn’t that be ironic? 
 
Again, $35 extra per month for having an analog meter is unreasonable. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
John Roberts   




